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tag m-cubed 100 is a parking application that allows

the purchase of parking meters and the secure
reservation of a parking space. security is provided by
a proximity card that must be inserted into a keypad

mounted on the parking meter. the meter can be
activated and deactivated by pushing the red button.

m-cubed 100 is compatible with the following keypads:
cisco eam5099 cisco eam5699 cisco eam5800 cisco
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The EZwarePlus software suite can manage all
requirements for a wide range of OITs from 3-digit

keypad meters to 5-digit keypad meters. The software
can interact with multiple types of OITs such as 7-digit
keypad, Silver Series OITs and Silver Series EM OITs.

The software allows the user to create and edit
screens and use screen graphics to add your own

graphs, gauges, switches, buttons, sliders and
indicators, create data fields and link them to meters.

EZwarePlus has a powerful algorithm library with
hundreds of graphics and calculations. The online

simulator includes all available unit gauges, the menu
generator allows you to configure all menus to your
specifications and download using Ethernet or the

universal serial bus (USB). Easy to learn and built on
the proven and successful Silver Series software,

EZwarePlus is your complete solution for managing all
your requirements for low-voltage, single-phase, and
3-phase OITs. Some systems can display temperature

or other metadata for each device individually in a
datalogger. This can allow you to track the
temperature of a large number of devices

simultaneously and visually see the results. All of
these devices are available on the EIB and are easy to
use. Some systems can display temperature or other
metadata for each device individually in a datalogger.
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This can allow you to track the temperature of a large
number of devices simultaneously and visually see the

results. All of these devices are available on the EIB
and are easy to use. NoEthernet and USB support
makes communication and download fast, a web

interface allows you to control the system using a web
browser, and a WAN connection or an online account

allows you to archive data to a remote server and
create a central database of data. Download the EIB
35 datalogger software free of charge. 5ec8ef588b
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